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Suzuki was a late starter in the world of four-wheel drive and catered mainly for the 4x4 market in
South-East Asia. The SJ models introduced in the early 1980s replaced the earlier LJs. Demand in
Europe was high so an agreement was reached with Santana in Spain who built the Suzukis which
were sold in European markets. At the end of the 1980s a bigger engine was introduced together
with a five-speed gearbox and a long-wheelbase derivative added to the SJ's versatility. This is a
book of contemporary road and comparison tests, new model introductions, specification and
technical data, touring, off roading, buying second hand. Models covered include: Brute, IV, LJ50,
LJ80V, LJ81, Sierra, SJ41OP, SJ410 Q, SJ410QX, JX, Samurai, Samurai JX, SJ413K Pick-up,
Santana, SJ413JX, Janspeed, Allard, LWB SJ413.

I am very happy that this book is available. Another good one regarding the Suzuki 4x4 line, from a
British perspective, is; You & Your Suzuki 4X4: Buying,enjoying, maintaining, modifying by Paul
Guinness. You and Your Suzuki is more general history, from the British perspective, and so fills a
differenct niche, but I feel it is equally valuable to the Gold Portfolio.

This book is simply a collection of magazine articles over the lifespan of the SJ series of vehicles. It
even covers the earlier LJ models that were not seen in large numbers stateside. Most of the articles
are from the UK side of the Atlantic, but it covers a lot of the SJ-410 series that was the predecessor
to the SJ-413/Samurai models. A great thing to have on the bookshelf or to loan to people who are
interested in the Suzuki series of 4x4's.
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